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Yep, that was me they were talking about 
during a recent whale watching excursion, 
and I was grinning from ear to ear. The 
next question, of course, was “So what 
kind of camera is that?” I think they must 
have believed I had some kind of magical 
one, but it’s not — unless one considers 
all digital cameras magical (which I 
actually do). Instead I have a moderately 
priced point and shoot that fits in a pretty 
small fanny pack. 


So how did I do it? To begin with I have 
what is considered a super zoom camera 
meaning that without having to change 
lenses, I can just adjust a lever to move in 
up close. I have a Sony DSC-HX99 with a 
30X zoom, but there are any number of 
comparable cameras on the market (some with more zoom than mine). I just like Sony much 
like some folks prefer Miracle Whip over Duke’s. Pick your brand preference and you will find a 
super zoom that will work. My Sony weighs less than 9 ounces which is important to me. Some 
will be a bit bigger. Again, each must choose what works for them.


So you have the camera, how do I get shots like this one? Luck! Okay, not completely, but it 
sure helps. To help luck along I do a couple of things. Unfortunately, one of them requires me 
to set my camera in advance using the manual mode. Don’t cringe. It’s not hard. I just turn the 
dial to M and set three functions: ISO 
(usually 100), aperture to 7.1, and then my 
shutter speed to the highest number I can 
(meaning the fastest) while still getting 
enough light to my picture. For my whales 
I used 1/400. If you aren’t used to using 
this setting, you will need to dig out the 
manual or read it on-line to make the 
settings, but after that it’s a set it and 
forget it function. Don’t let it scare you off. 
After all, you want to be the person “who 
got the whale.” While I have given you 
“my” numbers, your camera might shoot 
best with a slightly different set. I just 
gave you these to give you an idea of my 
range. 


The second trick is easier. I just click and 
click and click. As soon as someone yells 
“I see a blow” (that’s whale talk for a geyser of water spewing into the air), I point my camera 
toward the location and start clicking. I’m not making much in the way of decisions although I 
am looking through the eyepiece (more about that in a minute). But unlike most “picture taking” 

Got it! I was beside myself with delight when I saw the 
results in my camera and could hardly wait to see it on 

a bigger screen.

I caught this whale just coming up with the water 
pouring off him. No decision here - just click!
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during which one is looking and making careful choices, I make NO decisions. I just shoot as 
often as I can until it’s obvious there’s no more to see. When the excitement is over, I go back 
to see what I caught. If there’s 20 shots and I’m lucky (there’s that word again), I might have 
one or two GOT IT moments. If not, there’s always next time.


Now here are two important considerations when choosing a super zoom. One is that it MUST 
have an eyepiece for you to peer into rather than looking at the display screen many are limited 
to. That does seriously limit your camera choices, but it’s non-negotiable. When one is in bright 
light, it’s almost impossible to see what’s on your display. With an eyepiece, all that glare is 
eliminated. Plus it helps you “see” 
because you are also not distracted 
by all that is going on. While I’m 
shooting without choosing, there are 
some instinctive responses that do 
happen. The eyepiece makes that 
possible.


The other consideration (which is 
more of a warning) is light. While 
super zoom cameras are awesome, 
they often sacrifice the ability to “see” 
in low light. That doesn’t mean 
darkness. It can mean just a grey 
cloudy day. I could never have gotten 
these shots if we hadn’t had a 
wonderfully bright Hawaiian day. Does 
that mean not to try? NOPE. It just 
means that you need to know the 
limitations of your camera and accept 
that sometimes your images aren’t 
going to be as wonderful as you’d like. But remember. The goal is to record memories, and 
even shots that aren’t perfect will remind you of that day. Shoot and enjoy.


By the way, while you are out there looking for whales or dolphins or seals or turtles, look 
around. You might be surprised at what you see that is also memorable. These two shots 
weren’t whales, but they still make me smile. My super zoom made them happen. 


Return to SusanLakePhotography.

For those who don’t know, the spouting on the left is a 
whale blow. There’s actually a second whale on the right so I 

got two for the same price.
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